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Quick answers to key 
copyright questions
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? Ready to be creative and original?
? When the music starts, you will have “The 
Minute Waltz” by Chopin to create a work of 
art suitable for any refrigerator
? Drawings by P. Piccasso to inspire you.
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?Copyright 
acquired 
once an 
original work 
is fixed in a 
perceptible 
form.
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U.S. Constitution (1787)
Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8
“The Congress shall have power . . . 
to promote the progress of science and
useful arts, by securing for limited 
times to authors and inventors the
exclusive right to their respective 
writings and discoveries. . .”
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? Exclusively federal
◦ Copyright Act of 1976 (17 U.S.C. §
101 et seq.)
◦ Copyright Act of 1909—still governs 
works created prior to 1978
◦ Library of Congress copyright 
website: www.copyright.gov
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?Author originally owns the 
copyright
◦ Independent author
◦ Works for hire
? Employee in course & scope
? Independent contractor (limited)
?Who is the author of the problem 
sheet you created yesterday?
? JCCC: 422.11 Copyrights and Patents
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Copyright—legal right of 
holder to exclude others for 
a limited time from:
? copying; 
? selling; 
? performing;
? displaying; or 
? making derivative works.
?Author may:  
◦publish it;
◦create derivate works;
◦ license it; 
◦assign it;
◦give it away; 
◦divide it;
◦destroy it; and 
◦ lock it away.
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? Almost any original work 
fixed in a tangible form: 
music, architecture, writing, 
computer programs, plays, 
websites, movies, dance, and 
visual artworks (photos, 
drawings and paintings).
? Single human author: life of 
the author + 70 years.
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? Examples of works not subject 
to copyright:
◦ Words or short phrases
◦ Ideas, facts, methods, systems or 
devices (list of ingredients)
◦ Useful articles (lamps and shoes)
◦ Blank forms (phone message slips)
◦ Works consisting entirely of 
commonly known information
(calendars and phone books)
◦ Works in the public domain
◦ Government authored
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? Copyright notice NO LONGER required 
to create or maintain a copyright
? BUT still a good idea
◦ Limits claims of innocent infringement
◦ Makes proving intent easier
? Suggested form of notice:
?© 2008 Nadlman
?Copr. 2008 Nadlman
?Copyright 2008 Nadlman
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?Right to recover damages for 
infringement:
◦Actual damages
◦ Injunctive relief
◦Statutory damages—if 
registered 
?$750 to $30K per infringement
?Up to $150K if willful
◦Attorneys’ fees—if registered
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? Registered copyright holder proves:
◦ Infringer had opportunity to 
observe the original work and
◦ Copied work substantially similar
? Literal similarities
? Non-literal similarities (shape, 
position, background, composition, 
coloring, lighting; voice, character, 
content)
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14
«Koons’ sculpture
«String of Puppies 
Commercial postcard
? How: easy on-line registration 
www.copyright.gov
? Why register?
◦ Notice—good faith infringement not 
possible
◦ Necessary before filing suit
◦ Prima facie evidence of ownership
◦ Statutory damages, punitive 
damages, and attorneys’ fees
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? Right to use copyrighted material for 
limited purposes without authorization 
from the author.
? Courts will consider:
1. The purpose and character of the use 
(was it commercial)
2. The nature of the copyrighted work
3. The amount and substantiality of the 
portion borrowed
4. The effect of the use on the market for 
or value of  the copyrighted material.
?Certain uses of copyrighted 
material are automatically 
classified as fair
◦Non-commercial home 
copying of off-air 
programming [Universal City 
Studios, Inc. v. Sony Corp.]
◦Personal, non-commercial 
photos and drawings
? US Copyright Office: 
www.copyright.gov
? Stanford University 
Copyright & Fair Use Site: 
www.fairuse.stanford.edu
? Nolo Website: 
www.nolo.com
? JCCC::Copyright
?What questions do 
you have?
